
STOP RACISM, A WEAPON OF THE BOSSES. 

EUROPEAN AND IMMIGRANT WORKERS UNITED! 

 

The virus of racism and the consensus to anti-immigrant "populist" parties has been spreading in Europe for 

years. In some countries (Italy, Austria, Hungary, Poland, Norway) they have taken control of the 

government, but throughout Europe, laws and measures of repression and expulsion against immigrants 

and asylum seekers are made harsher, while violent attacks on them multiply.  

Racism is a poison and a drug for intoxicating the minds of native workers, to direct their discontent and 

anger for the worsening of working and living conditions against their immigrant brothers who work and 

live in even worse conditions, to prevent us from uniting in the fight against our true enemy: bosses big and 

smaller, financiers and rentiers, who have grown hugely rich by increasing the exploitation of wage labor. 

Let's not fall into this trap! 

• For the unity of the exploited, whatever the color of their skin, in the common struggle for strong 

wage increases equal for all, unrelated to productivity, for a sharp and generalized reduction of 

working hours and the guarantee of an average wage to the unemployed. 

• Equal rights for immigrant and native people, at work and in society (education, health, housing, 

pensions). Single, unconditional European residence permit to all immigrants residing in European 

territory, to break the blackmail of "lawlessness". 

• No to rejections and deportations! No to concentration camps inside and outside of Europe. No to 

the trafficking of women! No human is illegal! 

The causes of emigration are extreme poverty inherited from colonialism, sharp social inequalities 

produced by capitalism, neocolonial robberies and imperialist wars. 

In reality, immigration to Europe from outside is presently at its historical low point. The true ongoing 

invasion is the neo-colonial invasion of Africa by European multinationals, states and armies. It is 

precisely this invasion, the new huge plunder of raw materials, land and African labor is driving millions 

of peasants and laborers out of the countryside, forcing them to emigrate. 

• No to military missions, no to imperialist wars, both direct and by proxy! Immediate withdrawal of 

troops from abroad and drastic cuts in military spending. 

• Cancellation of the debt of dominated countries with dominant ones and international finance! No 

to the land grabbing and the robbery of raw materials by multinationals! 

•  Unconditional solidarity with the workers', peasant and social struggles in Africa and in the South 

of the world! 

The signatory organizations undertake to work together to build an anti-racist movement and an 

international and internationalist solidarity network between  native and immigrant proletarians, in Europe 

and outside Europe, to fight against the exploitation of labor, institutional and social racism, state 

repression, and promote the unity of the working class to reject the aggressions by bosses and 

governments, for a society without exploitation and without war. 

Divided we’ll be slaves. United we’ll be an invincible force! 


